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Art. 360

IAU Elimination 50 M Round

360.1

The IAU Elimination 50m Round is a separate competition which will be shot
only on second day of IAU World Cup events 2019. Only the best sixteen (16)
shooters from the first day IR 900 Round shooting shall be qualified to the IAU
Elimination 50 m Round in his respectively Categories.

360.1.1

Qualification: at the completion of the IR 900 Round the leading sixteen (16)
individual Men, Women, Juniors, Cadets, Seniors (men, women) and Assisted
Shooters (ranking 1-16 in their respective categories) shall qualify to shoot in
Elimination 50 m Rounds.
Tied Scores: if after the IR 900 Classification shots there is a tie for any position
(involving two or more competitors and after considering standard tie-breaking
procedures), the ranking will take into account tens, then nines, eights, and so on.
If the result is the still tied the draw will be made.

360.1.2

Except where otherwise specified in these Special Technical Rules, current IAU
Target Crossbow Rules will apply in their entirely. Re-scrutiny of all equipments
(Art 334) and all back-up equipment.

360.1.3

If in Category compete less than 6 shooters, there is no elimination.

360.2

The Elimination 50 m Round consist of five ends of three bolts from 50 meters at
a 60 cm target face (Art. 314.2) for each Category. The time allowed shall be
three (3) minute per three bolts. Two ends of three (3) sighter bolts in five (5)
minute shall be shot at the commencement of the Elimination 50 m. Such Sighters
shall not be scored.

360.2.1

Elimination of sixteen (16) to winner shot all the shooters at the same time on the
shooting line as a duel ends each for 3 bolts in three (3) minutes according the
Art.361.10 Schedule of Elimination Rounds

360.2.2

Elimination of sixteen (16) to winner e.g. : 1st vs. 16th, 2nd vs. 15th, 3rd vs. 14th,
4th vs. 13th etc. (see Picture Art. 360.10) shot at the same time on the shooting
line a duel ends each for 3 bolts in three (3) minutes and the winner get 2 points.
In equal both shooters get one (1) point. The shooter, who get five (5) points is
qualified for the eight final between best eight and then to semi-final between best
four shooters. In case of tie competitor with highest qualification result is winner.
The winners from semi final duels go to final and shoot for gold medal and the
losers goes to duel for bronze medal.

360.2.3

The winner will receive title the winner of 24th Croatia Cup or 21. Bohemia Cup
Man/Woman/Junior/Cadet/Senior man, Senior woman/Assisted shooter in
discipline Field.

360.3

Target Assignment: targets shall be allocated according to the individual
competitors’ ranking at the completion of the IR 900 qualification Round.
The Shooting line is covered in order by sixteen (16) Men, followed by sixteen
(16) Women, sixteen (16) Juniors, sixteen (16) Cadets, sixteen (16) Senior men
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and sixteen (16) Senior woman.
360.3. 1

The highest scoring competitor in each category (Men, Women, Juniors, Cadets,
Senior (men, women) and, Assisted Shooters) shall be assigned to target number
1. The remaining sixteen targets are to be allocated in order of qualifying score:
1st vs. 16th, 2nd vs. 15th, 3rd vs. 14th, 4th vs. 13th etc. (See Art.361.10)

360.3.2

Reporting Time: the Shooters must report at their assigned shooting stations 10
minutes before the scheduled starting time for the appropriate Final.

360.4

Back Numbers: each Shooter shall wear a Back Number bearing Target Number
(1-16), Family Name, Category, Country (abbreviation).

360.5

Sighters: at the beginning of Elimination 50 m Round, two (2) ends of three (3)
sighter bolts shall be shot. Such sighter bolts shall not be scored. The maximum
time limit for Sighters shall be five (5) minutes. Competitors are required to
retrieve their own bolts.

360.6

Judges: the DOS shall be assisted by three (3) IJ s that will respectively supervise
the elimination and be responsible for deciding the scoring value of bolts.

360.8

The organizing committee shall ´provide sufficient Field Judges (FJ´s),
announcer, technician for electronic data processing, couriers, TV cameramen,
light technicians.

360.9

Field Equipment: the following additional equipment will be required for the
Final Round:
Electronically Scoring Board shall be used.
The display screen(s) must be large enough and clear visible for spectators and
media, light show, advertising boards, flags of participants…

360.9.1

During the Elimination 50m Round shooting shall be used music.

360.9.1

Elimination rounds from 16 to four best shooters shall be shot in one line all
shooters in all categories on the same time and the shooters will collects their own
bolts. In the bronze finals and gold finals the pullers will be used. Gold Final shall
be organized for competing categories in order: Gold final Assisted shooters (if
present), Gold finals for Senior man and Senior Woman in the same time, Gold
finals for Cadets and Juniors in the same time, Gold final Woman, Gold Final
Man.

361

Time Control and Commands in Elimination rounds:
The announcer will introduce shooters in ½ Finals, Bronze Finals and Gold Finals
starting 5 minutes before preparation time.

361.1

The DOS shall control shooting of the Elimination with the following amplified
voice commands:

361.2

Two minutes preparation time is starting now!
Countdown begins. Finalists may take up their assigned positions on the shooting
line. Practice of the shooting stance is permitted in accordance with Art. 320.4.
Traffic lights set to RED.
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Announcer clarifies the rules in this part of the competition and gives other
important information’s.
361.3

After two minutes: “Stop, Preparation time is finished!”

361.3.1

“This is your first sighting end. Three bolts in five (5) minutes”. Valid only for
1/16 Final, for 1/8, ¼, ½ Finals, Bronze Finals and Gold Finals NO Sighters.
After two minutes:
“Stop the shooting, collect your bolts.”

361.3.1

After second sighting end:

361.3.2

“One minute to elimination”
After one minute:
“This is your first, second…fifth elimination end: three bolts in three
minutes”
After three minutes:
“Stop the shooting, score the targets.”
The competitors stop the shooting and going to target line, together with IJ´s and
scorers and scoring the results. Competitor with a highest score get two point, the
looser get zero (0) points. This result is mechanical or electronic put to the scoring
board under the target face (2:0). The shooter, who gets first five (5) points, is
qualified for the next final and the duel is finish.
The announcer from time to time publishes the actual results, do some interviews
with present important persons, winners or losers.

361.3.3

When the scoring value of the bolt has been verified and recorded on scoring
board and by an IJ on score sheets provided by the organizers, the IJ shall permit
the shooters to withdraw the bolt and return with it to the refuge.

361.3.4

In the bronze and gold final the IJs shall relay the scoring values back to the
Speaker, who will announce the scores in target order e.g., “Target 1, Centre 10: “Target 2, 10 ” - “‘Target 3, 9 ” and so on until all targets are so scored. 360.15

361.3.4.1

Pullers for bronze and gold final: the IJs shall be assisted by Pullers who will be
designated by the Finalists to pull their bolts, (1 per Finalist).

361.3.4.2

Runner for bronze and gold final: the Organizing Body shall provide one Runner
per Category to ensure that the bolts are returned to the Finalists between ends.
The IJs are responsible for the supervision of the runners under the direction of
the DOS. The shooters shall stay on the shooting line.

361.5

In case of equipment failure during the final shooting, the shooter shall get one
(1) minute extra time to change the failure crossbow to the reserve crossbow.
Such a crossbow must be check by the equipment control

361.6

In the bronze and gold final applause and positive cheering of audiences are
allowed.

361.7

Appeals: in the case of a dispute as to whether or not a bolt is touching a dividing
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line between scoring zones, the majority decision of All Three (3) IJs shall be
final and not subject to further appeal.
361.8

Awarding Ceremony: the presentation of awards shall take place in front of the
main spectator area at the conclusion of each Final.

361.9.1

Suggested time schedule for World Cup events
Day 1

Arrival of teams, Open training

15:00-18:00

Friday

Technical control

15:00-18:00

Day 2

Opening ceremony

09:00 – 09:30

Saturday

Qualification Round (IR 900)

09:30-16:00

Flowers ceremony, Team

16:30-17:00

Banquet

19:00

Day 3

Elimination 50 m from 16 to 4 Rounds 09:00-11:00

Sunday

Bronze Finals

12:00 - 14:00

Gold Finals

14:00- 16:00

Awarding ceremony, individual

16:30
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361.10

Schedule of Elimination Rounds

This proposal is adopted on EC IAU by electronic voting February 2019.
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